With up to 20 million visitors a month, wetter.com is one of the most popular online weather portals in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. At our locations in Munich, Berlin and Constance, more than 70 meteorologists, editors, developers,
technicians, designers, sales managers and data professionals, among others, work on our products with a lot of passion
and fun. In addition to the wetter.com offerings for desktop, mobile and TV, these include our winter sports portal
snowthority. We also offer weather data-driven business solutions that help companies optimize processes and leverage
new business potential.
We are a wholly owned subsidiary of ProSiebenSat.1 Media SE.
To strengthen our mobile team at our location in Berlin, we are looking for several

Senior Android Developer (m/f/d)
We are looking for experienced and dedicated Android developers to join our mobile team. As one of the team members,
you should have a passion for building high-quality and rock-solid applications while improving the existing code base and
developing next-generation app features.

Your task







Develop our existing Android app further and implement new features that will make our millions of users happy
every day
Work with a small and agile team of developers, designers and product owners to design, develop and ship new
features and improvements
Constantly improve the existing code base and raise our application to a technically clean and modern level
Test code for stability and reliability and also keep an eye on edge cases and usability
Fix existing bugs and continuously improve the performance of our application
Discover, evaluate and implement new technologies to maximize development efficiency

Your profile









You have a degree in the IT with several years of professional experience in software and Android development
You have solid experience with both Kotlin and Java, Dependency Injection (e.B. with Dagger2, Hilt is a Plus),
Reactive Programming (RxJava, Kotlin Coroutines), as well as Android Jetpack libraries such as Room, Work
Manager, Navigation etc.
You have a good knowledge of Android Studio and Android SDK
MVVM architecture is also well known to you
Solid knowledge and experience with unit tests, mockito and espresso
Experience in working with remote data, retrofit, REST and GraphQL
Languages: (German), English complete your profile

Your Benefits







An own area of responsibility with space to develop your own ideas and concepts
Our corporate culture is characterized by team spirit, open communication and dynamic atmosphere, flat
hierarchies and short decision-making paths
We work in a hybrid model with home office and office presence
Uncomplicated cooperation: We have a You culture with no Mr uns Mrs and are detached from dress codes
A variety of additional perks and employee services in a leading Media Company
Promotion is very important to us

Looking forward to a conversation with your new colleagues? Then apply under jobs@wetter.com

